
ESCO enters legislation of  
Ukraine 
 
In May 2015 Ukrainian Parliament adopted some laws that 
have been pending for years, which, most certainly were 
the barrier to the introduction of the EE measures in the 
public sector. Vitaliy Shapovalenko, Business 
Development Manager from iC consulenten comments 
on the importance of the law:  

“Certainly Law of Ukraine "On Introduction of new 
investment opportunities, guaranteeing the rights and legal 
interests for businesses within major energy modernization 
projects" (UA) is an important step towards improving 
energy efficiency of the Ukrainian economy. This law 
created a framework for energy service contract (ESCO) in 
Ukraine, namely defined the concept of "Energy 
Agreement" and the conditions for its conclusion, and most 
importantly, public procurement energy services. Such 
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EUEA participates 
in EXPO Brightest! 
Greenest! Buildings 
EUROPE 2015    

EUEA are pleased to invite you to a 
carbon-neutral, pan-European 
virtual exhibition dedicated to the 
greenest and most successful 
building projects and the people 
and solutions that supported this 
achievement. MORE 

EUEA attended 
Ukraine’s RES and 
EE at Investment 
Forums of May 

New Ukraine Investment 
Conference and  International 
Conference "Investing in 
alternative energy and energy 
efficiency took place to boost 
the investment into renewables 
in Ukraine. MORE 

EUEA visited 
presentation of 
UNIDO on EE in 
Industry    

New UNIDO – GEF Project UKR 
IEE “Introduction of Energy 
Management System Standard in 
Ukrainian Industry”. MORE  
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mechanism was developed over 40 years ago in the US, 
during the time when developed countries under the 
condition of global energy crisis were looking for ways to 
reduce energy consumption. The mechanism owe its 
popularity primarily to its investment attractiveness, ability to 
combine mutually beneficial interests of customers and 
contractors of energy efficiency, including energy efficient 
equipment suppliers. In addition, this mechanism allows us 
to solve complex issues, attract the necessary financial 
resources to implement energy efficiency projects. 

At the same time parliament 
adopted the Law "On 
Amendments to the Budget 
Code of Ukraine on introduction 
of new investment opportunities, 
guaranteeing the rights and 
legal interests for businesses 
w i t h i n m a j o r e n e r g y 
modernization projects" which 
defined the concept of "energy 
service long-term commitment" 
and gave the of assuming such 
commitments to the heads 
procuring entities. 

Thus, although very late, ESCO 
mechanism finally received legal registration in Ukraine, 
creating organizational and legal framework to attract 
investment to the communal areas financed from the state 
and local budgets”. 

  
ESCO in Ukraine, and what next? !
How much time will it take ESCOs to work? Who is the main 
investor to renovate Ukrainian public sector and EE measures 
will be most profitable? Let us know what you think on our 
LinkedIn Group under the “Newsletter “discussion. 

Truly yours,  EUEA 
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EUEA 

EUEA is an independent non-
profit organisation open to all 
stakeholders in the Ukrainian 
Energy Efficiency (EE) and 
Renewable Energy (RE) sectors 
who want to work constructively 
with like-minded members to 
contribute to the gainful and 
transparent development of 
these markets in Ukraine, through 
the promotion of fair and 
sustainable business practice, 
raising of public awareness of 
energy issues, and by influencing 
government energy policy.  

WHY JOIN  EUEA 

Contact us: 

office@euea-energyagency.org 

European-Ukrainian Energy 
Agency 

BC Eurasia, 75 Zhylyanska street, 
5th floor, Kyiv, 01032, Ukraine 

Tel.: + 38.044.390.5533 

Fax: + 38.044.390.5540 

Follow us: 

www.euea-energyagency.org  

FACEBOOK            LinkedIn 

iC consulenten (iC group) 
o f f e r s i n n o v a t i v e 
engineering solutions 
within nine technical 
fields.   Thousands of 
successful projects in 
more than 50 countries of 
the world are tangible 
proof of the international 
standards of services 
provided by our team.
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Project Financing 

25 May - EIB to provide EUR 400 m loan to develop municipal infrastructure in 
Ukraine Read HERE 

The European Investment Bank (EIB) will provide a framework loan of EUR 400 million to restore and 
develop municipal infrastructure in Ukraine, according to a report released by the bank.The bank said that 
the project will extend the lifespan of critical urban infrastructure in the energy, water and sanitation sectors, 
will reduce losses, improve energy efficiency, reduce the intensity of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, 
and will contribute towards improving energy and water supply security.According to the report, the total 
cost of the project is EUR 800 million, and the Regional Development, Construction, Housing and Utilities 
Economy Ministry will act as a partner in designing the project. 

22 May - EBRD will launch a new program of energy efficiency of residential 
buildings in Ukraine Read HERE (UA) 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development has developed a new program of energy efficiency 
of residential buildings in Ukraine (UREEP).The total investment allocated to the program will be 80 million 
euros. Funding for the program will be on a one-stop shop: through a network of private banks, 
investment (to date have expressed interest 4 banks). Borrowers of UREEP program can be both natural 
persons - owners of houses or apartments, and the association of owners of apartment buildings 
(condominiums). The loan will be issued to the new energy-saving equipment and thermo. Selected 
energy efficiency measures should be at least 20% more efficient than those used in today's Ukraine. The 
EBRD stressed that the program provides for loans not only of materials and equipment to improve 
energy efficiency, but also the cost of works. 

22 May - Germany ready to funnel EUR 200 m in Energy Efficiency Fund created by 
Ukraine Read HERE 

The government of Germany has announced its readiness to funnel EUR 200 million into the Energy 
Efficiency Fund, which is being created by Ukraine to raise assets from international financial organizations 
for projects to boost energy efficiency in Ukraine. The condition for disbursing the German funds is the 
development by the Ukrainian government of a model to return the disbursed funds, Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister for Regional Development, Construction, Housing and Utilities Economy Hennadiy 
Zubko said during a briefing at a forum on energy efficiency partnership in Kyiv on Friday. According to 
Zubko, as part of the search for such a model, the Energy Efficiency Fund is mulling the Ukrainian side's 
financial participation in filling of Fund at the expense of money left after the payment of subsidies 
allocated for the compensation of households' housing and utilities costs, due to the introduction of 
energy efficiency and energy saving technologies, he said. 

!
!
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6 May - "Oschadbank" will provide loans for energy efficiency for condominiums 
Read HERE (UA) 

"Oschadbank" begins funding condominiums (associations condominiums) for the introduction of 
energy efficiency measures in apartment buildings. On April 8, 2015 the Cabinet of Ministers decided to 
extend the program to stimulate the population of the State, including condominiums, for the introduction 
of energy efficiency measures by the reimbursement of the loan body. With the support of the 
government association condominiums will be able to get a refund of up to 40% of the amount of credit 
funds raised for the purchase of energy efficient equipment and materials. Credit is given for up to 60 
months. The rate - 25% per annum, mandatory initial contribution - 10%, one-time commission - 3% of the 
loan amount. The loan amount will not exceed 90% of the project costs, but not more than 30 thousand 
UAH per 1 apartment in the house. 

!
EU and Energy Community Policy 

8 May - Director Kopač urges Ukrainian President to adopt energy regulator law in 
line with Third Package Read HERE 

Director Kopač sent a letter to Ukrainian President , Petro Poroshenko, urging him to approve and submit 
to Ukraine's Parliament, the Verkhovna Rada, a Law on the Energy Regulatory Authority in line with the 
Energy Community’s Third Energy Package. A draft Law, which was developed by the Ukrainian regulatory 
authority NEURC and the Cabinet of Ministers, was reviewed and endorsed by the Secretariat and the 
World Bank. Besides being required for compliance with the Energy Community Treaty, the draft is also a 
precondition for the disbursement of a loan of $ 500 million by the World Bank. 

8 May - Renewable Energy: Legal Update. Ireland Read HERE 

This legal update summarised a number of recent legal developments and open issues that will be of 
interest to generators of renewable energy, their funders and off-takers in the SEM. This legal update is 
neither a complete nor a definitive statement of law or of regulation. Specific legal advice should be 
obtained before taking any action. 

!
Energy Strategy of Ukraine  

21 May - Parliament of Ukraine adopted two bills allowing attracting investments in 
energy efficiency modernisation of public sector  Read HERE  (UA) 

Members of Parliament took two bills at once, simplifying the import of electric vehicles to Ukraine. In 
particular, the first bill for 5 years exempts importers of electric vehicles from VAT and excise taxes on 
imports, second - cancels import duty on electric vehicles. At the moment the bill passed the first reading 
only. 
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12 May - Law on ESCO came into force  Read HERE  (UA) 

The Law # 327-VIII “On the introduction of new investment opportunities, guaranteeing the rights and 
legal interests for businesses within major energy modernization projects”. The purpose of the law is to 
create a legal framework for the introduction of new investment opportunities, ensuring the rights and 
legal interests of business entities while conducting a large-scale energy efficiency projects through the 
mechanism of energy services. 

!
Vocational Reading  

Building the cities of the future with green districts  Read HERE  

Members of Parliament took two bills at once, simplifying the import of electric vehicles to Ukraine. In 
particular, the first bill for 5 years exempts importers of electric vehicles from VAT and excise taxes on 
imports, second - cancels import duty on electric vehicles. At the moment the bill passed the first reading 
only. 

!
Upcoming Events 

17 June  2015 - "RES in Ukraine: Biomass. Risks. Opportunities" Read HERE  

During the European Sustainable Energy Week on June 17, 2015, at 14:00 in Ukraine Crisis Media Center 
EUEA will hold second meeting of professional talks that will focus on bio energy.  Join! 

14-16 October  2015 - “Ecoindustry-2015” Exhibition, Budapest Read HERE  

“Ecoindustry-2015” Exhibition is a significant environmental industry event in Centre and Eastern Europe 
with a wide range of professional events and international networking possibilities and special 
opportunity to show innovative environmental technologies and services, moreover it provides forum for 
information exchange, technology transfer and business cooperation. The patron of the event is László 
Szabó PhD., Deputy Minister, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Hungary. 
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